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Real-time Physics-based 3D Biped Character
Animation Using an Inverted Pendulum Model
Yao-Yang Tsai, Wen-Chieh Lin, Kuangyou B. Cheng, Jehee Lee, and Tong-Yee Lee Member, IEEE

Abstract—We present a physics-based approach to generate 3D biped character animation that can react to dynamical environments
in real-time. Our approach utilizes an inverted pendulum model to on-line adjust the desired motion trajectory from the input motion
capture data. This on-line adjustment produces a physically-plausible motion trajectory adapted to dynamic environments, which is
then used as the desired motion for the motion controllers to track in dynamics simulation. Rather than using Proportional-Derivative
controllers whose parameters usually cannot be easily set, our motion tracking adopts a velocity-driven method which computes joint
torques based on the desired joint angular velocities. Physically-correct full body motion of the 3D character is computed in dynamics
simulation using the computed torques and dynamical model of the character. Our experiments demonstrate that tracking motion
capture data with real-time response animation can be achieved easily. In addition, physically-plausible motion style editing, automatic
motion transition, and motion adaptation to different limb sizes can also be generated without difficulty.

Index Terms—3D Human Motion, Physics-based Simulation, Biped Walk and Balance, Motion Capture Data.
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1 INTRODUCTION

G ENERATING life-like and responsive human motion
has been an important topic in computer animation.

Many approaches have been proposed to create the mo-
tion of animated characters. Among these approaches,
data-driven methods with physically-motivated con-
straints [1], [2], [3], [4] and controller-based physics
simulation [5], [6], [7] are two common techniques used
to generate physically plausible motion. Conventional
data-driven approaches [8], [9], [10] usually require a
large collection of motion data captured from human
subjects performing a variety of movements. An ani-
mated character’s responses under various situations can
be extracted from the motion database and blended to
produce seemingly natural motions. In order to ensure
the physical plausibility in the generated motions, sev-
eral approaches [1], [2], [3] adopted physics laws such as
minimal energy consumption or conservation of momen-
tum as optimization criteria to modify captured motions.
Data-driven approaches with physically-motivated con-
straints have demonstrated their success in transferring
stylistic human motion to animated characters.
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Controller-based approaches generate motions based
on forward dynamics simulation. Motions are synthe-
sized using feedback control principles in which the
controller exerts torque at each joint of the animated
character to perform a desired motion (usually motion
capture data) as well as continuously adjust the charac-
ter’s motion to react to variations in the physical world.
In controller-based character animation, Proportional-
Derivative (PD) controllers and feedback balance con-
trollers are commonly used for their simplicity. Tracking
motion capture data using PD controllers is not trivial
since the biped dynamical model is unstable, underac-
tuated, and high-dimensional. Furthermore, the physical
parameters of an animated character are not exactly the
same as those of the captured subject and there are
inevitable measurement errors in body/joint positions
and angles. Therefore, it is necessary to carefully design
control strategies so that the character can track motion
capture data while maintaining its balance and respond-
ing correctly to dynamic changes in the environment.

Most of controllers require careful tuning of param-
eters such as PD gains, balance feedback gains [6],
machine learning coefficients [7], and optimization pa-
rameters [11]. Setting control parameters, however, is
not a trivial task since there are typically tens of control
parameters to be determined on a simulated character
and a particular setting is sometimes valid only for a
specific phase or a specific type of motion.

According to the computational performance, we can
categorize existing approaches as off-line and interactive.
All the data-driven approaches [1], [2], [3], [4] and ear-
lier controller-based approach [5] are performed off-line.
Recent controller-based approaches [6], [7], [11] are in-
teractive as the control parameters for various character
sizes/styles can be manually set or automatically opti-
mized. Once the parameters of a controller are specified,
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Fig. 1. Real-time physics-based 3D character animation generated by our framework.

the animated character can respond to environmental
disturbances in real-time. However, considerable efforts
may be required in designing task-specific or character-
specific controllers.

In this paper, we present a physics-based controller
for animating three-dimensional biped characters that
can react to dynamic environments in real-time (Figure
1). Our framework employs a balance motion filter
that adjusts the desired motion trajectory in an on-line
manner. Our biped balancing strategy is based on an
inverted pendulum model (IPM) simplified from a full-
body character model. The IPM simplification allows
the balance motion filter to produce physically-plausible
and balanced motion trajectories for controllers to track.
The dynamics of the IPM is so simple that the balance
strategy can be determined in real-time either by solving
a closed form (on a flat ground) or through numerical
root finding of a simple algebraic equation (on a slope).
We adopted a velocity-driven tracking method to track
the target trajectory generated by the balance motion
filter. The velocity-driven tracking is formulated as a
linear complimentary problem (LCP) to compute torques
at joints that generate the desired joint velocities. The
functionality of the velocity-driven tracking is similar
to that of PD servos, but it does not require tedious
parameter tuning and allows a large time step for sim-
ulation. Our results show that the proposed method
allows three-dimensional biped characters to maintain
their balance and respond to external perturbation while
being simulated in real time.

This paper provides the following novel insights and
contributions to the biped walking problem. First, al-
though the IPM has been seen repeatedly in biomechan-
ics and robotics, it has received much less attention in
computer animation. We introduced a new problem to
the graphics community that the IPM must also follow a
motion capture example and proposed a novel method
to solve this problem. To the best of our knowledge,

the proposed method is the first one that does not
require additional computational efforts in dealing with
different motion styles and character inertia parameters,
while other methods often need a certain amount of
off-line computational time. Second, our method allows
the character to withstand stronger disturbances because
the balance motion filter calculates the exact foot-placing
spot in real-time. In contrast, other approaches rely on
off-line pre-computed optimization or control parameter
tuning procedures, resulting in weaker abilities in re-
sponding to unexpected perturbations. Finally, although
great simplification in body segments is adopted to
allow fast computation of balanced motion, the proposed
method of transformation between the whole body and
IPM shows the effectiveness of our approach.

2 RELATED WORK

Designing dynamic controllers for biped characters is a
fundamental issue in computer graphics and robotics.
Animations of robust running and hopping gaits have
been developed by Raibert, Hodgins, and their col-
leagues [12], [13], [14], [5]. The controls of running speed,
jumping height, and trunk orientation are the key com-
ponents of their approach. Dynamic balance during run-
ning is achieved by properly placing the landing position
of the swing leg. Yin and her colleagues proposed a simi-
lar balancing strategy that produces dynamic walking of
three-dimensional biped characters [6]. Although these
approaches have been successfully applied to the control
of walking and running robots and animated characters,
designing each controller requires significant manual
work for tuning control parameters. Several researchers
explored algorithms for automatically adapting existing
dynamic controllers to new characters [15] and new
environments [16], [17] through parameter optimization.

Physics-motivated objectives and constraints have
been employed in an optimization-based motion syn-
thesis framework [18], [19], [20], [1], [4]. The burden for
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maintaining biped balance has often been circumvented
by specifying the root trajectory kinematically [3] or
using designated standing controllers [21], [22]. These
optimization-based approaches successfully reproduced
stylistic human motion in animated characters and al-
lowed motion capture data to be transformed to meet
user-specified constraints.

Creating dynamic controllers that faithfully reproduce
an integrated repertoire of human motor skills is a fun-
damental goal of physically-based character animation.
Yin et al. [6] mimicked captured motion styles by mixing
local-and-world coordinate tracking with feedback error
learning to achieve low-gain feedback and less motion
oscillation. Sok et al. [7] addressed this goal by acquiring
a collection of motion capture data, transforming each
motion data into a physically-plausible form, and then
learning integrated controllers automatically from the
transformed training data. da Silva et al. [11] proposed
an optimization-based method to generate interactive
simulation of human locomotion. They adopted a three-
link model with linearly approximated dynamics to form
a balance objective. Optimal state feedback for the bal-
ance objective and style-following goal is computed to
produce interactive animation.

The key idea of our approach is to utilize the in-
verted pendulum model which has been proposed in the
robotics and biomechanics literature [23], [24], [25], [26],
[27]. This simple model has been used to investigate the
energy consumption [28], to develop continuous feed-
back control (based on the angular position and velocity
of the inverted pendulum) in bipedal walking [23], and
to track walking motion [29] in videos. Velocity-based
stability margins for bipedal walking developed from
the IPM was proposed and the capability of push recov-
ery was tested [30]. A similar inverted multi-pendulum
approach was presented for upright balance control of
planar bipeds [31].

The IPM was rarely employed in animation literature.
It has been used in animating turning motions in skiing
and bicycling [32] and in standing balance control [33].
A notable usage of the IPM for walking was proposed
by Bruderlin and Calvert [34] with inverted double
pendulums and up to three essential motion pattern
parameters specified by animators. The forces/torques
satisfying the step constraints were approximated to
solve a boundary value problem. Komura and his col-
leagues [35] used a variant of the inverted pendulum
model to compensate for angular momentum induced by
external perturbations while walking. Unlike previous
uses of the IPM, we employ the IPM for maintaining
balance for dynamic biped walking without any artificial
force or kinematic specification of the root trajectory.
The simple dynamics of the IPM allows us to determine
the precise behavior of the biped characters against
large disturbances. Therefore, our full-body human-like
characters can be dynamically simulated in real time and
maintain their balance even for large external perturba-
tion forces.

Fig. 2. Inverted pendulum model of a human body: the
circle represents the COM position and the red line is
the pendulum. The pendulum is virtually connected to
the ground with an unactuated joint. (a) Normal standing
posture. (b) The body is unbalanced if the upper body’s
orientation changes. (c) After posture adjustment, the
balanced position of the inverted pendulum is achieved
as in (a)

3 BACKGROUND: INVERTED PENDULUM DY-
NAMICS

Our approach adopts an inverted pendulum model
(IPM) to modify the target motion for motion tracking
in real-time. The modification can be considered as a
physics-based motion editing process in which the in-
put motion is modified to fulfill the physical balance
requirements in a dynamic environment. As the inverted
pendulum model is a key component of our approach,
we first review the dynamics of an IPM in this section.

3.1 Inverted pendulum model
When a human body is supported by a single leg,
the dynamical model can be simplified as an inverted
pendulum as shown in Figure 2. The inverted pendulum
model consists of a point mass located at the center of
mass (COM) of the full human body and an imaginary
massless segment connecting the point mass to a ground
contact point (center of pressure, COP). This simplifica-
tion assumes that the ground friction is large enough to
prevent slip and the ground reaction force acts on one
point within the contact area of the stance foot.

The IPM simplification, which avoids complex kine-
matics and dynamics calculations in the original multi-
segment human skeleton, is a more intuitive and flexible
way to control the balance of a character since the same
model can be used for different motion styles (e.g.,
limped gait) or even different mass distribution (e.g.,
carrying weights). For example, in Figure 2, (a) is the
normal standing posture and the red line represents
the inverted pendulum. If the body leans forward, the
COM also moves subsequently as shown in (b) and the
pendulum is unbalanced. The controller then adjusts
the lower body posture and repositions the COM to be
above the stance foot. In this way, balance of the inverted
pendulum is achieved as shown in (c). Thus the same
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(a) single stance

(b) double stance

Fig. 3. (a) The dynamics of the stance leg due to the
gravity applied between two angular positions θs and θe

is governed by the law of energy conservation. ωs and
ωe corresponds to the instant angular velocity at θs and
θe, respectively. (b) Velocity changes at the double stance
phase. Before the swing leg strikes the ground, the COM
velocity is V1. After the swing leg lands, the stance leg
immediately leaves the ground and the COM velocity
becomes V2. V1 and V2 are perpendicular to the stance
and swing leg, respectively.

balance control mechanism can work for different kinds
of motions with little preprocessing.

3.2 Dynamics in the single stance phase

The dynamical equation of the IPM can be easily de-
rived using the law of energy conservation. The angular
movement of the stance leg shown in Figure 3(a) is thus
described as the following equation,

1
2
Iω2

s +
∫ θe

θs

τ(θ)dθ =
1
2
Iω2

e , (1)

where ωs and ωe are the starting and ending angular
velocity of the inverted pendulum, respectively. τ(θ) =
mgr sin θ is the torque due to the gravitational force mg
applied from the initial angle θs to the ending angle θe,

where r is the pendulum length. Computing the integral
in Equation 1, we can obtain

1
2
Iω2

s −mgr(cos θe − cos θs) =
1
2
I(

dθe

dt
)2, (2)

which is a nonlinear differential equation of θe(t). This
equation is used to compute the trajectory of the COM
and determine the landing position of the swing leg
based on the constraints extracted from motion data.

3.3 Velocity changes at the double stance phase
Once the swing leg hits the ground, the single stance
phase ends and the biped walking enters the double
stance phase. As the IPM is only valid for the single-
stance phase, we simulate the double-stance phase by
letting the simulated character simply follow the motion
capture data. The roles of swing leg and stance leg ex-
change immediately after the double-stance phase ends.
Figure 3(b) depicts the IPM at the double stance phase.
The velocity of the COM before and after foot-strike is
related by

V2 = V1 cos α, (3)

where V1 and V2 are the velocity of the COM before
and after the swing leg strikes the ground, respectively,
and α is the angle between two legs. Note that when
the swing leg hits the ground, the COM velocity along
the axial direction vanishes due to the ground reaction
force and only the tangential velocity component is left.
Equation 3 also explains a finding from biomechanical
investigations [28] that biped walking inevitably costs
energy. The energy lost, ∆E, is

∆E =
m

2
V 2

1 − m

2
V 2

2 =
m

2
(V1 sinα)2, (4)

which is related to α (or equivalently the step length).
When the swing leg and stance leg exchange their roles,
positive work must be done to maintain the same for-
ward speed (provided that angle between the two legs is
not zero). In real human motion, energy can be injected
into the system by muscular work done by extending
the stance leg and effectively pushing the ground. In
the IPM motion, the lost energy is compensated by
exerting appropriate joint torques to properly adjust the
stance and swing leg so that the desired COM speed is
achieved.

The most significant property of the double stance
phase is that the ground reaction force along the swing
leg can be exploited to eliminate the impact of external
forces on the COM. Therefore, the balance motion filter
can adjust the landing position of the swing leg and the
length of the stance leg in order to produce positive work
to keep walking and maintain balance. We will explain
how the balance motion filter functions in section 4.

4 OUR APPROACH

Figure 4 shows an overview of our approach, which
consists of the mapping between a full body posture to
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Fig. 4. Approach overview. The balance motion filter and velocity-driven tracking controller are performed at each
time step in real time.

a simplified IPM, balance motion filter, tracking control,
and dynamics simulation. The function of each compo-
nent is summarized as follows:

Full body to IPM–Given input motion data, our
system first computes the COM of the full body. The IPM
is then formed by connecting the COM and the COP of
the feet.

Balance motion filter–Using the IPM, the balance
motion filter computes the COM trajectory and landing
position of the leg so that a desired COM trajectory
computed from motion data is achieved. The impact of
any external force is eliminated by adjusting the landing
position.

IPM to full body–A full body posture is reconstructed
based on the COM position and the leg landing position
of the IPM (output of motion balance filter) and the
upper body posture from the input motion data.

Tracking control–We adopt a velocity-driven method
which computes the desired angular velocity of each
joint based on the tracking error between the desired
joint angle and simulated joint angle. The error-velocity
mapping function mimics the ease-in/ease-out (slow-
start/slow-stop) control strategy used by humans.

Dynamics simulation–The desired joint angular ve-
locities computed by the tracking control are treated
as equality constraints in dynamics simulation. Taking
contact constraints and external forces into account, we
formulate our constrained dynamics simulation problem
as a Linear Complementarity Problem (LCP) and use
the Open Dynamics Engine (ODE) to solve the LCP to
obtain the joint torques. Finally, ODE performs dynamics
simulation to generate the output motion.

4.1 Posture mapping between full body and IPM

We need to convert a full body posture to/from an IPM
posture since the balance motion filter operates in the
IPM space while both the motion data and dynamics
simulation are represented in a full-body posture space.

Full body to IPM: At preprocessing, we first identify
the swing leg and stance leg in the motion data by
examining whether the trajectory of a foot touches the
ground and then determine the start of a gait cycle by
detecting foot-strike moments. We then convert the full
body postures to IPM postures by calculating the COM

position, total body moment of inertia about the COM,
and the COP position of the stance leg. The mass, COM,
and the moment of inertia of each body segment of
our character model are based on the data in [36]. With
these values, the COM of the total body at any posture
can be calculated. Since motion data do not provide the
information of COP position, the COP is assumed to be
at the center of the metatarsal phalangeal joint. Thus the
IPM postures are specified by the COM of the total body,
the pendulum length of the IPM (the distance between
COP and COM), and the orientation of the leg. The
average speed of the COM is used as the target speed
of the IPM.

The orientation of the legs is computed as shown
in Figure 5. We define a local coordinate attached at
the COM of the full-body character, where the Y -axis
is always aligned with the up direction of the global
coordinate. In this way, the XY plane and Y Z plane are
defined as the frontal plane and sagittal plane, respec-
tively. The orientation of the legs of the IPM are then
represented by the angles between the Y -axis and the
legs of the IPM projected on the frontal (XY ) and sagittal
(ZY ) plane: θSW XY , θST XY , θSW ZY , and θST ZY . Here
SW stands for ”swing leg”, and ST stands for ”stance
leg”. In addition, we compute the swivel angles of the
knee joints θSW swivel and θST swivel. These two angles
are used to reconstruct the position of the knee joints
when mapping an IPM posture to a full-body posture.

IPM to full body: After the balance motion filter
computes a balanced motion of the IPM, we need to
convert it back to a multi-segment full body motion.
We first reconstruct the hip and knee angles using the
information of COM, COP, and θSW swivel (or θST swivel).
For each leg, we need to compute 4 angles, 3 DOF for
the hip and 1 DOF for the knee, to bring the end-effecter
of the foot to the correct COP position. This is a typical
inverse kinematics (IK) problem, which can be solved
analytically using an approach similar to Lee and Shin’s
method [37]. We assume the toe part is flat while the
ankle angle generally follows the motion capture data.
When the stance foot in the motion captured data is flat
on the ground and the current COM horizontal velocity
differs from the target value, we adjust the stance ankle
angle in the desired motion trajectory when mapping an
IPM posture to a full-body posture. For example, when
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(a) frontal view (b) sagittal view (c) bottom view

Fig. 5. Mapping between the full body and the IPM. The black lines connecting the COM and COP of the character
are the legs of the IPM. We define a local coordinate attached at the COM of the full-body character, where the Y -axis
is always aligned with the upward direction of the global coordinate and Z-axis points toward the forward direction.
To represent the orientation of the legs of the IPM, we project the IPM’s legs on the (a) frontal and (b) sagittal plane
respectively. The angles between the projected line and the Y-axis denote the orientation of the legs of the IPM. In
addition, the swivel angle defined in (c) is kept so that the knee position can be reconstructed when mapping an IPM
posture to a full-body posture.

the COM moves faster than the desired speed, the ankle
angle is adjusted such that the stance leg contacts the
ground with the toes. Otherwise, the heel contacts the
ground.

In addition, the swing leg trajectory is generated ac-
cording to the motion capture data. Since the step length
calculated by the balance motion filter may be different
from the motion capture data, the path of the foot is
re-scaled. The new path usually has similar shape as
the motion capture data with the same height but the
step length becomes identical to that calculated by the
balance motion filter. The landing time is determined by
the calculated swing leg trajectory; however, it can also
be specified by users to explicitly control the landing
time of the swing leg. The upper body can either track
the motion capture data or be specified by the animator.
Motion tracking may not be achieved perfectly since the
velocity constraints may be violated if any computed
joint torque exceeds the preset torque limit. The pro-
posed method focuses on the lower body rather than
the upper body because the formal is considered more
crucial to balance motions.

4.2 Balance Motion Filter

A key component in our framework is the balance
motion filter, which computes balanced motion trajec-
tories based on the IPM dynamics and the IPM motion
converted from the input motion data. The design of
the balance motion filter is motivated by the need for
instantly predicting a proper landing of the swing leg

to maintain balanced motion using simple equations.
Two major tasks of the balance motion filter are: 1)
computing the trajectory of the COM and 2) adjusting
the leg landing position to maintain the balance of the
IPM and reproduce the motion characteristics in the
input motion data. The computed COM trajectory and
leg landing position are then used to generate the desired
joint angles of hips, knees, ankles and toes in full-body
dynamics simulation. As the computational cost of the
IPM dynamics is low, our balance motion filtering is exe-
cuted at all time instants so that unexpected disturbances
in a dynamic environment can be handled in real time.

The position and velocity of the COM in the single
stance phase, θST and VST , can be easily computed using
Equation 1. When the swing leg hits the ground, the
ground reaction force along the swing leg is utilized
to cancel out the impact of external force applied to
the animated character. At the double stance phase, the
position and velocity of the COM is obtained from the
motion capture data to be tracked.

The computation of the landing position of the swing
leg is illustrated in Figure 6. The landing position is
determined by the unknown parameter θSW1. Suppose
the desired position and velocity of COM at specified
time are given, i.e., θSW2 and VSW2 are known pa-
rameters extracted from the motion capture data. The
only unknown parameter θSW1 can be computed by
combining Equation 1 and 2,

1
2
Iω2

SW1 −mgr(cos θSW2 − cos θSW1) =
1
2
Iω2

SW2, (5)
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Fig. 6. The ground reaction force at the double stance
phase is exploited to eliminate the impact of external
forces exerting on the IPM in the single stance phase. The
direction of ground reaction force is determined by the
landing position of the swing leg. Hence, an appropriate
θSW1 is computed to achieve a desired COM velocity
VSW2 when the COM velocity VST at the single stance
phase is affected by external forces. Subscript 1 and 2
means before and after the swing leg striking ground,
respectively.

where the angular velocities ωSW1 and ωSW2 are ob-
tained from the linear velocities of the COM,

ωSW1 =
1
r
VSW1 =

1
r
VST cos(θSW1 + θST ) (6)

ωSW2 =
1
r
VSW2 (7)

VST and VSW1 are the COM velocities immediately
before and after the swing leg strikes the ground, re-
spectively. Equation 5 is solved numerically using the
4th-order Runge-Kutta method since there is no closed-
form solution for θSW1. Although the numerical solution
of the contact angle θSW1 may not be precise, this
numerical error does not affect the balance control of
the character since corrections are made in subsequent
time steps.

The IPM length r is actually not constant because the
movements of body segments affect the COM position,
and consequently COM to COP distance. Likewise, r
needs to be changed on a slope. In either case, r is
repeatedly computed at each time step. The length of the
swing leg r can be calculated from the height of COM
Ly using

r =
Ly sin(π

2 − θST − θG)
cos θST sin(π

2 − θSW1 + θG)
, (8)

where θG is the slope angle of the ground.
Equation 5 describes the dynamics in the 2D case. In a

3D environment, the calculation is divided into a frontal

and a sagittal plane. Thus, θSW2 becomes θSW XY or
θSW ZY in 3D and similarly for other variables. It is
likely that the ending states of the COM are not achieved
simultaneously on the two planes. If this discrepancy
exists, the shorter time duration is used.

We can also easily generate the turning motion of
the character by adjusting the foot landing position and
the COM orientation. This can be achieved by simply
rotating the stance leg. In particular, the facing direction
of the character is determined by θSW swivel. Once the
turning motion of IPM is computed, the turning motion
of the full body can be obtained by mapping the IPM
posture to full body posture.

4.3 Tracking control and dynamics simulation

The dynamics simulation of an animated character in
our system is treated as a constrained multi-rigid-body
dynamics problem. We represent the system dynamics
in the maximal coordinate and enforce the articulation
constraint, which keeps the character’s bones connected
by joints during motion. The character is controlled by a
velocity-driven tracking controller, which computes the
desired joint velocities based on the tracking error. As
the desired joint velocities are specified in the general
coordinate, they are converted to the maximal coordi-
nate, that is, linear and angular velocities at the COM
of each bone in the global coordinate. The converted
linear and angular velocities are then treated as the
velocity constraints for each bone. By treating controlling
inputs as constraints, we can solve both the dynamics
simulation and the character control problem in a unified
formulation.

The Lagrange multiplier formulation is used to solve
our constrained multi-rigid-body dynamics problem. Let
Vi and Mi denote the velocity and mass property matrix
of the the ith body, respectively. The acceleration V̇i of
the ith body in response to the force Fi is

MiV̇i = Fi (9)

Note that Vi includes both linear and angular compo-
nents of the velocity, and Fi may represent both forces
and toques. When dealing with a system of many bodies
(or bones in a skeletal system), we use the vectors F, V,
and M to indicate vectors and matrices that containing
the information for the entire system. For a system with
n bodies and m constraints, including all articulation and
joint velocity constraints, the constraint equation for the
entire system is represented as

JV + C =


J11 J12 · · · J1n

J21 J22 · · · J2n

...
. . .

...
Jm1 Jm2 · · · Jmn




V1

V2

...
Vn

+C = 0

(10)
where Jki is the kth constraint Jacobian matrix enforced
on the ith body. Taking the derivative on the velocity
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constraint equation, we can obtain an acceleration con-
straint equation JV̇ + K = 0.

The total force exerting on the system is the sum of
the external force Fext and the constraint forces JTΛ.
Combining the Newton-Euler equations,

F = Fext + JT Λ = MV̇, (11)

with the constraint equation JV̇ + K = 0, we obtain the
following Lagrange multiplier equation,(

M −JT

J 0

)(
V̇
Λ

)
=
(

Fext

−K

)
(12)

To handle contact forces and joint torque limits, which
are usually modeled as inequality constraints, we need to
include inequality constraint equations a = JV̇ + K ≥ 0,
where a is an auxiliary variable. Let Je and Jc be
the Jacobian of the equality and inequality constraints,
respectively, we can modify Equation (12) as(

0
0
a

)
−

(
M −Je

T −Jc
T

Je 0 0
Jc 0 0

)(
V̇
Λe

Λc

)
=

(
−Fext

Ke

Kc

)
,

a ≥ 0,Λc ≥ 0,aTΛc = 0 (13)

Equation (13) can be converted into a Linear Comple-
mentarity Problem (LCP)[38]. The contact model pro-
posed by Baraff[39] is used to compute the ground
contact forces since the model is formulated as an LCP
as well. The LCP formulation allows us to compute
the torques and forces for tracking control, forward
dynamics, and contact constraints under the same uni-
fied framework. This reduces the burden for tackling
these three sub-problems separately and provides a more
stable and efficient numerical simulation system.

We use a LCP solver in Open Dynamics Engine
(ODE) to solve our problem. Under this formulation,
the simulated character is controlled by specifying the
joint velocity constraints at each time step, which we
called the velocity-driven tracking control method. The
LCP solver provided by ODE computes torques that can
drive the character’s joints to reach the desired velocities
within one or several time steps. In this way, tracking
control is simplified as specifying the desired joint ve-
locities at each time step. More importantly, our tracking
control approach ameliorates the problem of manual
tuning or computationally expensive optimization that
are commonly used for setting appropriate gains in PD-
control-based approaches. Note that we do not specify
any other constraints in addition to joint velocity and
ground contact constraints. Therefore, the character’s
motion is only driven by joint torques rather than any
actuator at the root.

Figure 7 illustrates the idea of our velocity-driven
control method. To specify the desired joint angular ve-
locities, we design an error-velocity curve inspired by the
bell-shaped curve in biomechanics[40]. According to this
curve, the controller is designed such that the desired
joint angular velocity increases at larger tracking errors,

and declines at smaller errors. In particular, when the
tracking error is large or small, the adjustment (variation)
of angular velocity is small. This implies that at the
beginning of tracking (when the tracking error is usually
larger), the controller steadily outputs large torques to
accelerate the joint rotation while when the desired value
is approaching, the controller reduces torque gradually.
On the other hand, when the tracking error is in the
middle range, the slope of error-velocity curve is large.
This implies that the controller is more sensitive at the
normal error range.

Thus from the tracking error between the current joint
angle and the desired joint angle, the desired angular
velocity of a joint can be acquired by the error-velocity
curve in Figure 7. After the angular velocities are as-
signed, ODE solves the linear complementarity problem
to obtain the required joint torques for achieving the
desired angular velocities and consequently the desired
posture. As the muscle strength for each joint is different,
Frad2vel(θerr) is multiplied by a constant ci to model
this variation, i.e., the desired angular velocity of the ith
joint is ωi = ci · Frad2vel(θerr). Larger ci value means
that the joint to be controlled can achieve the target
position faster. In addition, each joint has its own limit
on the torque that it can generates. These joint torque
limits are enforced as inequality constraints in the LCP.
Since the error-velocity relation and the maximal joint
torques that the human model can produce are both pre-
defined values, desired motions can be achieved without
tedious control parameter adjustments and the same set
of control parameters can be used for different types of
motions.

Fig. 7. Error-velocity curve Frad2vel(θerr), where θerr is
the difference between the desired joint angle and current
joint angle.

Our velocity-driven control approach is actually simi-
lar to a PD controller in which the applied forces/torques
are obtained according to the differences in the current
and target positions/velocities. We further simplify the
controller by using only the velocity information be-
cause of the bell-shaped curve[40] in the biomechanics
literature. The comparison between tracking with PD
and velocity-driven controllers in our pilot experiments
showed the validity of this method. We also experi-
mented with other error-velocity curves, which allow
the desired joint angular velocity to increase with the
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tracking error, e.g. a linear relation. Although these
curves can also generate acceptable results, the relation
in Figure 7 is adopted because it produces better results.

5 RESULTS

We used the proposed approach to generate 3D character
animations that respond to dynamical environments in
real-time. Three sets of experiments are performed: im-
itating motion capture data (section 5.1), motion styles
and transitions (section 5.2), robustness (section 5.3). The
skeleton model (Table 1) used in our experiments is
modified from the skeleton in CMU’s Motion Capture
Database. For better balance control, we add one more
degree of freedom (DOF) at the ankle joint (3 DOF).
Thus the skeleton has 30 joints and 58 DOF in total.
Body segment mass and moment inertia parameters are
from [36] with the total mass of 81.4 kg. The Coulomb
friction model is adopted as the ground contact model
and the friction coefficient of the ground is 1. For all the
experiments, motions are simulated using a time step of
0.02 seconds with the resulting frame-rate of 25 frames
per second. On an Intel E8400 PC, the computational
time of the balance motion filter and the tracking control
with dynamics simulation are 5.10 ms and 8.45 ms,
respectively. Thus the ratio of simulation time vs. real
time is 13.55ms/20ms = 0.68.

5.1 Balanced Walking with Motion Capture Imitation
Our balance motion filter with velocity-driven tracking
control successfully simulates biped walking without
falling while mimicking motion capture data in a 3D
environment (see our accompanying video1). Specifi-
cally, the lower body motion is governed by the IPM
with balance motion filter which ensures dynamic bal-
ance during walking, while the upper body imitates
the motion data. One can observe that our simulated
motions are close to the motion captured data (see the
accompanying video). Although the lower body joint
angles are determined by the IPM leg length without
tracking motion capture data, these angles are also close
to the motion capture data.

5.2 Generating physically-correct motion styles and
motion transition
Our method can be used to modify motion styles, where
physically-correct balanced motion are generated accord-
ing to the posture or environment constraints either off-
line specified at key frames or on-line given by a user.
The modification on motion is very flexible since all
variables that are not directly responsible for balance can
be adjusted freely while a balanced motion can still be
maintained. For example, we can specify the hip and
knee angles to let the swing foot clear a certain height
to imitate the motion when passing over an obstacle. We

1. Our accompanying video is also available on
http://graphics.csie.ncku.edu.tw/IPM/

can also tilt the trunk forward to simulate the crouched
gait of the elderly, or tilt the trunk sideway to mimic
walking with carrying a heavy load in one hand. Because
the position of the effective mass of the IPM (the COM of
the multi-segment model) is calculated at each time step,
any variation in the upper body configuration is taken
into account when placing the swing leg of the IPM.
Therefore, walking patterns in our simulations demon-
strate seemly natural and physically-correct adaption to
different torso orientations specified by a user (Figure 8,
9, and the accompanying video). Furthermore, since our
motion balance filter only cares about proper landing of
the swing leg, its moving path can be adjusted arbitrarily.
Thus, the landing spot can be controlled by varying the
six angle parameters in section 4.2. This can be used to
generate turning motion (see the accompany video).

Note that the required user intervention in these re-
sults is very simple. We basically let the character follow
the captured normal walking motion. We then set the
desired angles for the joints to be modified at two or
three key frames and temporarily lower the ci values at
these joints between these key frames. A smooth motion
can be produced easily thanks to the balance motion
filter and dynamics simulation. No extra editing was
done and the motion was generated in real-time.

In our approach, transition between different types of
motions can be performed easily without the need for
motion blending. For example, by changing the desired
COM moving velocity from positive to negative, our
character can smoothly change the walking direction
from forward to backward. A character’s moving speed
can also be controlled easily by changing the target speed
VSW2 in the proposed balance motion filter. This kind
of minimal control parameter adjustment is more user-
friendly compared to other approaches in which transi-
tions need to be found manually [6], [11] or precomputed
with much more efforts [41], [42], [43].

5.3 Robustness

We demonstrated the robustness of our approach by
testing it under uneven terrains, unexpected external
forces and variations of model parameters.

Uneven terrains: The most distinctive feature of our
method is its ability to react to unexpected disturbances
in real-time. We demonstrate this by letting the animated
character walk on uneven terrains. We adjust the IPM
leg length, which corresponds to leg flexion or extension
in the multi-segment model, when non-planar ground
surface is detected. Our approach allows the character
to successfully walk up and down on slopes of up to 15
degrees. This result shows that our approach is more
robust than previous methods [6], [11], in which the
character can walk on slopes of up to 5 or 6 degrees.

Unexpected external forces: In addition, we also
tested the robustness of our controllers by exposing
the character to unexpected external pushing forces (or
impulses). The goal is to maintain standing or walking
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TABLE 1
Number of DOFs, torque limits, and ci of all joints of the simulation body.

Joint DOF Torque Limit (N·m) ci

Right Left Central Total
Hip 0 0 - 0 300 10

Femur 3 3 - 6 800 10
Tibia 1 1 - 2 900 10
Foot 2+1 2+1 - 6 500 8
Toe 1 1 - 2 300 10

Lower back - - 3 3 1000 10
Upper back - - 3 3 1000 10

Thorax - - 3 3 1000 10
Lower neck - - 3 3 1000 10
Upper neck - - 3 3 1000 10

Head - - 3 3 1000 10
Clavicle 2 2 - 4 1000 10

Humerus 3 3 - 6 1000 10
Radius 1 1 - 2 1000 10
Wrist 1 1 - 2 300 10
Hand 2 2 - 4 300 10

Fingers 1 1 - 2 300 10
Thumb 2 2 - 4 300 10

Total 20 20 18 58 - -

balance by taking several steps after a push or pull.
Once an external force is applied, the COM velocity
is first calculated, and then the IPM is utilized to es-
timate the remaining COM velocity after each swing leg
placement. We tested the balance recovery capability of
our controllers by pushing the character with different
impulse magnitudes and from different horizontal di-
rections (see Figure 10 and accompanying video). The
maximal applied force lasting 0.4s in eight evenly sam-
pled directions are (unit: Newton (N)): (0N,486.02N),
(354.75N, 321.30N), (456.24N,0N), (266.06N, -365.90N),
(0N, -457.72N), (-296.91N, -341.59N), (-469.68N, 0N), (-
270.78N, 380.75N). Comparing with the maximal im-
pulse (340 N in 0.4 sec) that the character can withstand
in [6], our method endures larger disturbance without
adjusting any control parameters.

Model parameter variations: Because any kind of hu-
man body can be modeled using an IPM, our controllers
can successfully simulate the motion of bodies with
different sizes. In the accompanying video, we show that
characters with the original leg length, and twice or half
of it, can be controlled using the same set of control
parameters without any difficulty. In contrast, similar
robustness was tested by only a 10% increase in the leg
(femur) length in [6]. In addition, our method uses the
same set of control parameters, while manual tuning
of feedback gains for different characters is sometimes
necessary in [6].

5.4 Discussion

From our experimental results, one can find that the
most significant advantage of our work over prior work
is that our method requires no pre-processing and allows
the animated character to react to dynamic environmen-
tal changes in real time. More importantly, although the

control parameters can be tuned to yield different com-
pliance in response to perturbations, the character can
still withstand large external disturbances and achieve
desired joint angles and motion styles instantly with-
out parameter tuning. On the contrary, although prior
feedback controllers can track a desired motion well,
they need additional efforts to generate different motion
styles subject to environmental changes in real time. For
example, parameter adjustments are still inevitable in
recent methods [6], [44], [7]. These methods can run in
real-time only after task- or model-specific parameters
are computed off-line, which usually cost from 2 to 15
minutes for each simulation.

In particular, to judge the performance of our ap-
proach, we compare our results with SIMBICON’s in
the accompany video. One can observe that our ap-
proach can generate physically-correct animation with
comparable motion quality to those generated by SIM-
BICON. Nevertheless, our approach is more robust in
terms of balance control and is more efficient in terms
of controller design. These advantages are gained from
two major differences between our approach and SIM-
BICON. First, from the aspect of control strategy, we
adopt a totally different balance control mechanism.
SIMBICON achieves balance through balance feedback
control where the strategy is to adjust the desired target
value for tracking based on the COM position relative to
the stance ankle and COM velocity. The COM position
is approximated by the midpoint of the hips. They do
not actually analyze the dynamics of the character for
maintaining balance and need to tune the balance feed-
back gains to achieve balance. In our approach, we adopt
the inverted pendulum dynamics to on-line compute
the balance state of the character. Therefore, dynamic
balance of the computed motion trajectory is automat-
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Fig. 8. Character twisting its upper body to pass through a narrow walkway. In this example, the input motion capture
data is walking straight forward and our method can be used to modify the motion style by simply adjusting the
orientation of the torso.

Fig. 9. Snapshots of a character walking while stooping under a barrier. This example is generated by bending the
back and lowering the COM of the character in a motion capture data of normal walking. Note that the squatting motion
of the lower body is generated automatically by our method.

ically guaranteed without the need of an additional
feedback loop and control parameter tuning. Second,
from the aspect of controller design, SIMBICON utilizes
a finite state machine to choose a set of controllers for
each state. Hence, controllers need to be re-designed for
different motions and for characters of different sizes. In
general, our approach slightly trade the motion quality
to gain the robustness, efficiency, and flexibility. These
properties make our approach very attractive for gen-
erating physically-correct responsive animation in real-

time applications2.
There are still some limitations in our approach. Al-

though our approach can generally follow the motion
capture data fairly well, minor tracking errors are still
unavoidable. Usually the errors can be compensated by
tracking joint angles in the next step. However, the errors
may also accumulate after tracking a number of steps,
causing noticeable differences between the captured and
simulated motion. Moreover, reconciliation for the oc-
casionally conflicting objectives of balance maintenance

2. In our personal communication with the first author of SIMBI-
CON, KangKang Yin, she also agrees that our approach may slightly
trade the motion quality for the robustness, efficiency, and flexibility. In
particular, our approach does not require additional efforts to design
a finite state machine or tune control parameters for different types of
motions and/or for motion transitions. Also, the same set of control
parameters can be used for characters of different sizes.
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Fig. 10. Snapshots of a character’s balance-maintaining motion when a 700 N force is applied sideward for 0.2
seconds.

and motion tracking is inevitable, which also leads to
unmatched captured and animated motion data. In ad-
dition, physically correct motions may not look natural.
For example, during a sharp left turn it is necessary to
create a force which pushes the body to the left. The
character may use the left foot to land on the right side
of body rather than using the right foot. Adding more
constraints to guarantee natural-looking motions will be
our future work. Nevertheless, our method provides a
way to combine tracking the whole body COM and
joint angles, which can be considered as a more effective
version of [21]. Moreover, producing perfectly natural-
looking motion still remains a challenge. Jerky motion
in the video (the character is walking while crouching
under a barrier) was generated because the target trajec-
tory was arbitrarily modified to bend forward. Despite
the large change of the target trajectory, our method still
allows steady and balanced walking with a bent upper
body.

Currently our approach can only allow the upper body
to follow some specified target motions and respond
passively to external perturbations through altered COM
position which influences balance control. The ability for
the upper body to actively respond to perturbations, e.g.
by moving the arms for balance recovery, is not included
in our model. Developing new methods or modifying
existing techniques[45] will be our future work. We can
assume some plausible upper body reactions based on
the position and magnitude of the applied force. In every
time step the balance motion filter can take into account
COM displacements due to upper body motions, and
predict the desired foot landing position for maintaining
a gait cycle. Thus, when the upper body is modified
kinematically, the lower body motion is then determined
in synchronization with the upper body.

6 CONCLUSION
We present a physics-based approach to animate a 3D
biped character that can react to dynamical environ-
ments while tracking stylistic motions in real time. The

IPM-based balance motion filter provides an intuitive
and efficient way to adapt the motion trajectories to
dynamical environments. This adaption reduces the dif-
ficulty of controlling a simulated character since the
desired motion trajectories are physically plausible and
we are able to use a velocity-driven method to track
desired motion trajectories. The velocity-driven tracking
control avoids the tedious process of tuning control
parameters. Using the same set of control parameters,
our approach can not only reproduce stylistic variations
of human motion but also allow the target trajectory to
be varied in a physically-plausible manner. Our experi-
ments also show that the proposed approach is robust to
environmental changes (stairs, uphill/downhill up to 15
degrees), external distances (700 N force for 0.2 seconds),
and model parameter variations.

Although our approach demonstrates promising re-
sults of applying physics-based simulation to character
animation, the motion styles of the simulated character
are still limited by the motion database. To increase the
richness of the motion styles, we need to incorporate
more high-level motor control strategies used in human
motion. Some of these high-level motor control strategies
can be transferred onto an IPM. We would like to
investigate this possibility to produce more motion styles
in our future work. Besides, generating the interactive
motion between two or among more characters is also
one of our future goals.
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